CLEAN AND CONVENIENT EATING AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE
(redirecting your food dollars with Isagenix can not only transform your health, it can also save you time and money.)

Isagenix provides balanced, nutritious meal replacements and snacks that are free of artificial preservatives, sweeteners, flavors, and colors.

GROCERIES AND EATING OUT

Breakfast
Lunch
Snacks
Dinner
TOTAL:

ISAGENIX 30-DAY CLEANSING AND FAT-BURNING SYSTEM
US$169 each
56 meals + Four Cleanse Days
US$209 each
26 non-isagenix meals
US$185 each per day
US$478 each

That’s about US$16 per day
or US$33.33 per meal

WEBINAR: The Science Behind Isagenix
2018 Isagenix Worldwide Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Ready to get started? Contact the person who referred you to Isagenix, or open an account today! Or contact Customer Care at 877-877-8111. They’ll be happy to help you!

For additional copies of this brochure, call 877-225-3524, or visit Isagenix.com.

We live in a fast-paced society, and we work hard every day to build our careers, our families, and a legacy, so we don’t have time to stop and think. Don’t let us down—let’s work this out together.

Tired of Your Unhealthy Lifestyle?
You’re Not Alone.

We live in a fast-paced society, and we work hard every day to build our careers, our families, and a legacy, so we don’t have time to stop and think. Don’t let us down—let’s work this out together.

We have created life-changing income, helping others achieve physical and financial freedom!

FINANCIAL WELLNESS
— Jeremy & Tanya H.

Isagenix offers meal replacement options that support muscle building, fat loss, and overall health.

Exceptional Value Products and Systems

Isagenix not only offers products that help you achieve your goals but also a community for education, support, motivation, and accountability—the IsaBody Challenge®. Find out more at IsaBodyChallenge.com.

Nutrient-Dense Meal Options

Meal replacement options provide high-protein, balanced nutritional profiles (at 240 calories) which can keep you feeling full longer, without depriving your body of the nutrients it needs. This is not just a shake, it’s a total meal!

The Isagenix Intermittent Fasting Protocol

Isagenix Cleanse Days have been clinically studied as part of the Weight Loss System and are shown to support successful weight loss, long-term weight maintenance, and improvements to cardiovascular health markers.*

*This statement has been scientifically evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

JOHN L., CALGARY, ALBERTA

With Isagenix, I am committed to living an incredible lifestyle that allows me to show up every day, inspiring others to greatness. I wake up daily making choices in line with my fitness and health vision and had so much gratitude in every choice.

I’ve lost 90 pounds and am no longer the tired, burned-out, exhausted, and unhealthy mom I once was.

“I’ve lost 90 pounds and am no longer the tired, burned-out, exhausted, and unhealthy mom I once was.”

“With Isagenix, I just don’t see myself as an ’average’ athlete anymore.”

“Isagenix gives me confidence to really see who I am and what I deserve.”

“My absolute favorite product is Ionix® Supreme. It keeps me feeling balanced from the inside out.”

John L., Calgary, Alberta

Today’s Challenges: BY THE NUMBERS

Heart disease is the No. 1 killer of both men and women.

Nearly 70 percent of North Americans are at least overweight.

67 percent of people cited money and work as the leading cause of stress in their lives.**

76 percent of people cited money and work as the leading cause of stress in their lives.**

95 percent of people cited stress in their lives.

76 percent of people cited money and work as the leading cause of stress in their lives.

**American Psychological Association
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Isagenix provides unique, flexible solutions that empower you to reach and maintain your ideal weight, whether you’re fightingshawnted pounds, organizing lean muscle, or gaining lean muscle. We offer the world’s best products and systems that are delicious and easy to follow, to help you look and feel your best.

Solution #1
WEIGHT LOSS

Helen C.
San Antonio, TX
90 pounds lost

These systems are ideal for professional athletes, weekend warriors, and active people who want to prepare for an intense workout, sustain strength and endurance, and support faster recovery when their workout is over.

Solution #2
PERFORMANCE

Jason S.
Newmarket, ON
9 pounds lost

These systems are ideal for professional athletes, weekend warriors, and active people who want to prepare for an intense workout, sustain strength and endurance, and support faster recovery when their workout is over.

Solution #3
VITALITY + WELL-BEING

Laura H.
Newmarket, ON
8 pounds lost

Nature holds the blueprint for awakening your vitality and youth. Our scientists have launched the world for high-quality botanicals and have extracted all the nutrients and properties to work for your skin.

Solution #4
PERSONAL CARE + BEAUTY

Joyce B.
Lawrenceville, GA
22 pounds lost

Nature holds the blueprint for awakening your vitality and youth. Our scientists have launched the world for high-quality botanicals and have extracted all the nutrients and properties to work for your skin.

Solution #5
FINANCIAL WELLNESS

Jeremy & Tanya K.
Gilbert AZ
Isagenix Millionaires

Living with debt is a persistent reality for many people. Many seek the freedom and fulfillment that an entrepreneurial lifestyle enables. Finding the right kind of job remains a challenge for many and may not be enough to create meaningful financial security. Isagenix will enable you financially for all your products and your experiences with others. We’ve developed the best tools, training, and systems in the business to get you started and we look forward to partnering with you.

Living with debt is a persistent reality for many people. Many seek the freedom and fulfillment that an entrepreneurial lifestyle enables. Finding the right kind of job remains a challenge for many and may not be enough to create meaningful financial security. Isagenix will enable you financially for all your products and your experiences with others. We’ve developed the best tools, training, and systems in the business to get you started and we look forward to partnering with you.

Suggested Pak: Weight Loss Value Pak/30-Day System/30-Day Premium Pak
Suggested Pak: Performance Value Pak/Performance System
Suggested Pak: Healthy Aging and Telomere Support System/Energy System
Suggested Pak: Reveruity Skincare System, Royalty Essentials Pak
Suggested Pak: Ultimate Pak